Auditory profile analysis of harmonic signals.
Spectral shape discrimination for harmonic complexes with 100-, 200-, or 400-Hz fundamental was investigated in two sets of experiments. In the first set, the signal was an increment in a single component of an otherwise equal-amplitude complex. The results of these experiments showed nearly a 30-dB increase in thresholds as the signal frequencies increased from 1000 to 5000 Hz. A transformation of data based on the assumption that the critical detection quantity is the change in the level in a critical band centered at the signal frequency was applied to remove the effects of the nonsignal components. The corrected thresholds have a bowl-like shape similar to that seen in studies of spectral shape discrimination of stimuli with components equally spaced on a logarithmic frequency scale. Additional experiments examined the effects of the number of components in the complex and the relative phase of the components of the harmonic complex. In the second set of experiments, the effects of local masking were examined either by increasing the level of several adjacent components, or by removing nonsignal components near a single signal component. Again, the results with harmonic signals are similar to those obtained with components spaced at equal intervals on a logarithmic frequency scale, if one calculates the increment in the level produced in a critical band centered at the signal frequency.